
A Working Vocabulary for the study of Early Bobbin Lace 2015 

 
Introduction 

 

This is an attempt to define  words used when discussing early bobbin lace; assembling the list has 

proved an incredibly difficult task! Among the problems are: the imprecision of the English 

language; the way words change their meaning over years/centuries; the differences between 

American English, English English and  translations between English and other languages...  

The list has been compiled with the help of colleagues in Australia, Sweden, UK and USA; we come 

from very different experiences and in some cases it has been impossible to reach a precise definition 

that we all agree. In these cases either alternatives are given, or I have made decisions on which word 

to use. As the heading says, this is a working vocabulary, one I and others can use when studying 

early lace, and I am open to persuasion that different words and definitions might be better. 

 

 2015 
 

 

Early bobbin lace - an open braid or fabric featuring plaits and twisted pairs, created by manipulation 

of multiple threads (each held on a small handle known as a bobbin); as made from the first half of 

the sixteenth century until an abrupt change in style in the1630s.  

Described in the sixteenth century as Bone Lace, also called Passamayne Lace (from the French for 

braid or trimming) or passement aux fuseaux. 

 

Reconstruction - a copy that, given the constraints of modern materials, is as close as possible to the 

original lace in size/proportion and technique.  

Interpretation - reproduction of lace from patterns or paintings, or where it is not possible to see the 

exact structure and/or proportions of the original lace 

Adaptation - taking an original lace, pattern or illustration and working it in a completely different 

material, scale or proportion. 

Basic Techniques  

  
 

 cross  (c)        twist  (t)     cloth stitch  (ctc)        lock stitch   (ctctc)    

 

 

 

 2-pair plait (ctc tc ....tc)        3-pair plait  (*ctc on left, ctc on right repeat from *) 

 

 

          

  

 

  4-pair plait (*ctc on left, ctc on right, ctc in centre, repeat from *) 

 

 

             

   windmill        picot, soft thread   picot, metal thread  

 

 

Note: in the diagrams above each line indicates a single thread. 



B after a definition indicates a diagram in the Basics section, numbers 

relate to images on this page 

 

Braid - narrow band used as surface decoration or as part of a 

wider lace1   

 

Bobble - raised bump made by twisting a plait, tally or twisted 

pair round a pin3  

 

Border - wide lace with one straight edge and one shaped2  

 

Cloth stitch (ctc) - cross, twist, crossB 

 

Crown - three picots (occasionally two) side by side on a 

curved line on the edge of a lace: 

 

Cross (c) - left over right from one pair to the nextB 

 

Cushion - square of 6 or 8 pairs worked in ctct: 

 

Dentate -  headside of an edging or border consisting of a series 

of triangular points4 

 

Diamond - four-sided shape with pairs entering on one diagonal 

and leaving on the opposite one, worked in ctc and/or ctct3 

 

Doubling up - two pairs treated as one (as in windmill crossingB) 

 

Edging - a narrow lace, or outer part of a lace, with one straight 

edge and one shaped4 

 

Element - a unit of design within a lace/pattern 

 

Fan scallop - five or more 'fingers' making up a rounded end to a 

scallop2   

 

Feather - single pair worked ctct from side to side 

across 1, 2 or 3 pairs: 

 

 

Finger - plait or twisted pair going from the centre of 

a scallop to the edge and back2   

 

 

Fir tree - scalloped edge with the appearance of a line 

of fir trees: 

 

 

Five-hole crossing - crossing of 4 pairs worked: [ctct 

on right, ctct on left, ctct in centre] x2, ctct on right, 

ctct on left (equivalent to cane-ground): 

 
 

Techniques and Pattern Elements 
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Footside - the straight edge of an edging or border, intended to be stitched to fabric2  or the edges of 

an insertion3 

 

Four-pair hole - 4-pair crossing worked ctct in centre, ctct (or ctctct) on left and on 

right, ctct in centre: 

 

 

Freehand - working without a printed pattern and with minimum use of pins 

 

Giant plait - build-up of multiple pairs worked ctc from left to right or right to left, without 

pins: 

 

 

Gourd - curved shape usually worked partly with ctc and partly ctct: 

 

Headside - the shaped edge of an edging or border2 

 

Insertion - a straight-sided lace, designed to be stitched between widths of fabric3 

 

Lace - an open braid or fabric   

 [a tie - when used on its own before 1600 (cf shoe-lace)] 

 

Lattice - ctct worked diagonally or horizontally: 

 

Lock stitch (ctctc) - cross, twist, cross, twist, cross; also called a 3-cross stitchB 

 

 

Lockstitch braid - a braid of  4 or more pairs worked entirely in lock stitch: 

 

 

Medallion - element composed of two or more wheels: 

 

Pair - two threads or two bobbins 

 

Passives - threads running in the direction of work (= warp threads)1 

 

 

Picot - small decorative loop worked: 

 linen thread- ctc, twist outside pair three or more times, pin, ctcB 

 metal thread - ctc (or ctctc), take outside thread round a pin, ctc (or ctctc)B 

 plaited - two pairs plaited and taken round a pin 

 

Plait 2-pair - ctc tc tc...B 

 3-pair - [ct on left, ct on right] for length required B 

 4-pair - [ct on left, ct on right, ct in centre] for length requiredB 

   or ctc from left to right or right to left 
[Note: a plait is sometimes called a braid, however this is a term best kept for 
structures that are more complex than a simple repetition of twist and cross] 

 

Reticella - a geometric needlelace copied in bobbin lace during the sixteenth 

century: 

 

Rings - series of connected loops: 

 

Scallop - one of a series of rounded shapes on the headside of a border2  



 

Sewing - link made to an already-worked section of lace  

(using a crochet hook, or tip of a pin) 

 

 

Snowball - 4 or more pairs crossing diagonally and 2 pairs worked around the crossing: 

 

 

Spangles, adding - flat metal tear-drops threaded onto metal thread and pushed into place as 

required 

 

Spider - a crossing of 4 or more pairs in which most or all pairs return to their original side: 

 

Striped down - lengths of lace or braid applied to the surface of dress or furnishing fabric 

 

Swing round a pair - one pair twisted round another (controls direction of a contrast 

threads): 

 

Tape lace -  a lace composed of a premade tape (either woven or made with bobbins), 

shaped and held with needle-made stitches 

 

Tally - a small woven block: triangular, square or leaf-shaped: 

 

 

Trefoil - tight group of 3 picots 

 

 

Turning stitch - cttc, used to control direction of a contrast threads: 

 

Twist (t) - right over left within a pairB  

 

Valley - the narrowest part of a border or edging4 

 

 

Wheel - circular element within a border or insertion: 

 

Windmill - simple crossing of 4 pairs B 

 

Workers - pair working from side to side at right angles to direction of work (= weft threads)1 

 

Zigzag - 2-pair braid usually worked: [ctctc, picot on right, ctctc, 

picot on left] repeated as required:     

       



Materials 
 

Flax -  plant providing fibres for linen thread; grown all over Europe 

 

'Gold' thread - usually silver-gilt consisting of a fine 

wire flattened and twisted round a core of flax, silk or 

other fibre, producing a wrapped thread 
Wrapped silver-gilt thread 

 

Linen - thread spun from the stem fibres of flax plants; might be bleached, part bleached or 

unbleached; does not take dye easily 

Also fabric woven from linen threads in a wide range of qualities from heavy sailcloth to fine lawn 

 (Cotton, hemp and other fibres were occasionally blended with flax) 

 

Metal Lace - generic term for lace made with any of a variety of metal yarns, usually silver-gilt, 

occasionally copper  

 

Metal Strip - narrow metal ribbon (later occasionally called 'platt' or plate)  

 

Oe - small metal disc formed by flattening a single coil of wire,  

widely used on seventeenth century embroideries and occasionally on lace               

 

Passing - high quality wrapped metal thread  

 

Plying - the process of combining two or more single threads into a thicker/

stronger yarn 

 

Saffron - a spice used to colour linen a golden yellow 

 

Silk - fine filament produced by the larvae of the silk moth; filaments twisted together make a strong 

lustrous thread which takes dyes well 

 

Silver-gilt - a blend of gold and silver, the quality depending on the proportion of gold to silver 

 

Spangle - flat metal tear-drop shape widely used on 17th century metal lace 

 

Spinning - the process of turning fibres into a useable thread (a 'single')  

           

Starch - stiffening for ruffs, cuffs and standing collars 

 

Venice Gold - an early form of gold thread consisting of gilded parchment strips wrapped round a 

core of fibres; also Venice Silver. (Jap thread is the modern equivalent) 

 

Wrapping - the process of twisting a flattened metal wire (or other material) around a fibre core 

 

Wire/Wyre -  term sometimes used for metal thread, or the strip  forming the outer layer of a metal 

thread 

 

Z-twist/S-twist - the result of spinning, plying or wrapping a yarn.  

 

Typically sixteenth and seventeenth century linen threads are spun with a Z-

twist then two threads plied with an S-twist;  metal threads are wrapped over 

a bundle of unspun fibres or filaments  producing an S-twist. 

Z S 

Oe 

Spangle 



Clothing, accessories and other items where lace was used 
 

Apron -  linen bib and skirt front seen in many portraits of small children - boys and girls 

 

Band - collar 

Bed-hangings - the curtains, pelmet and valence surrounding a bed 

Bearing Cloth - carrying-cloth for a baby, often of rich red fabric trimmed with metal lace 

Biggin - close-fitting linen cap for a baby 

Boot-hose - over-stockings with decorative tops designed to be turned down over boots 

 

Cap/night cap - informal headwear for a man, equivalent to a woman's coif 

Chalice Veil - fabric covering for a communion chalice 

Coif - a woman's closefitting informal headwear (cap), usually linen, often richly embroidered 

Collar - generic term for neckwear 

Cope - long garment worn by a priest 

Cross-cloth - see forehead cloth 

Cuff - band around the wrist, either part of a smock or shirt, or a separate item 

Cushions - decorative/utilitarian items in a wide range of sizes from tiny ones for pins or to support a 

book, to large floor cushions (150+ cushions were listed in Bess of Hardwick's 1601 inventory) 

 

Falling Band - linen collar usually falling flat from a closely-fitting high neckband 

Forehead Cloth - a triangular cloth with tie ends, worn across the forehead, usually part of a set with 

a coif 

Gauntlet - part of a glove that extends over the wrist 

Gloves - utilitarian coverings for hands or decorative items with embroidered gauntlets and/or metal 

lace, often presented as gifts or to mark ceremonial occasions; carried rather than worn 

Gown - outer garment; full length for women, shorter for men 

 

Handkerchief - intended for show: a square of linen or silk, embroidered and/or edged with linen, 

silk or metal lace, held in the hand and waved like a fan (fans of the period did not include lace). [A 

'muckindo' was for blowing the nose] 

Hood - loose linen covering for head and neck (usually informal wear). 

 

Jacket - term commonly used in place of waistcoat 

 

Kerchief - square of fabric, folded diagonally and worn around the shoulders 

Knee Sash - a scarf, often with wide metal lace on the ends, tied around the knee 

 

Mantle - a shaped or rectangular covering for the shoulders, often of velvet 

 

Partlet - light covering for a woman's neck and shoulders 

Pillow beare - pillow case 

 

Rebato - wire frame to support a standing collar, or the collar itself 

Ruff - collar of stiffened linen pleats attached to a neckband 

 

Sash - wide scarf of rich fabric, often edged with metal lace, worn by men and boys, usually across 

one shoulder and tied on opposite hip (in family portraits a child wearing a sash is a boy) 

Shirt  - a man's equivalent of a smock, usually hip/thigh length 

Smock - a woman's linen undergarment, long-sleeved and usually ankle length 

Shoe Rose - gathered rosette of ribbon and/or metal lace worn on the shoes by men and women 

Standing collar - linen collar supported behind the head by a wire or card frame 

Sweet bag - small decorative bag containing herbs and spices to sweeten the air 

 

Waistcoat - a close-fitting sleeved garment finishing just below the waist, worn by men and women 
 


